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Although much recent scholarship has sought to challenge it, the belief that

all white feminists of the “second wave” era of the 1960s and 1970s were

blind to their own privileges and ignored racism, classism, and homophobia

has seemingly held fast, despite astute and persuasive corrections to the

historical record. The persistence of this particular narrative has been

politically emboldening to the next generation of feminist activists who

have used the perceived errors of the past to launch their own feminism.

Clark A. Pomerleau's study of Califia Community—a women-only, feminist

educational organization formed in 1975 in southern California—contests

the idea that the white feminists of this era ignored their own privileges and

were unable to form multiracial alliances, instead presenting a portrait of a

group of activists committed to the radical education of all women,

regardless of gender expression, sexual orientation, socioeconomic...
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